Early Education among- the Greeks.
known as ly^K\ioq iraiSela, or f encyclopaedia/ ' ofbis
doctrinse,' as Seneca calls it. This was composed of
the seven arts : grammar, rhetoric, philosophy or dia-
lectic, arithmetic, music, geometry, and astronomy, which,
continuing through the Roman period, lasted under the
name of Trivium and Quadrivium until the close of the
Middle Ages. Not much was taught until the child
reached the sevejith year^and the earliest teaching was by
njyths. T!?e Greek day began very early, indeed with sun-
rise; it was interrupted between ten and twelve by the
business of the market-place, and the remaining hours
were spoken of as afternoon and evening. Boys went to
school in the early morning, and a second time after
breakfast. They were accompanied through the streets
by the waiSaywyoc, a faithful slave who had charge
of their moral supervision. The literary . teaching was
followed by athletics, the palsestra by the bath. Six
hours a day was regarded both by Greeks and Romans
as the proper limit of study. There were occasional
* holidays, and the hot time of the year was given up to
vacation a^is still the practice in many countries.
The first duty of a ®reek boy was to learn his let-
ters. This was coincident with learning to swim, so that
* one who knows neither swimming nor his letters ' was the
Greek term for an ignoramus. The methods of teaching
were very similar to our own ; there was the same diffi-
culty of giving the letters a name differing from their
f>ower in sound, the same attempts at shortening labour
and making learning easy and without tears. The
sophists invented methods of compendious instruction,
and the alphabetical tragedy of Callias, which has some-
times been regarded as a satire upon them, is more
probably an attempt to teach letters in play. A Greek
child had undoubtedly an advantage over us in school

